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Prologue 

The sixth long night of creation was nearing it’s end. In his chair the man yawned,
the seventh day, a welcomed day of rest, terrified him as it approached. There was
no way for him to know if on the day of his awakening, the eighth day, the story
had ended while he slept, or, for the first time the tale would be told beyond the
void of his dreams.

Chewing his lip, he glanced up at his surroundings. A vagrant will live in a box and call it

home. He has a house, a beautiful house of wonders. Yet, he found himself (no longer lost in his

own mind) sitting in the center of his own box, feeling at home there more than any other place

and wanting to hold sleep at bay. For just another day, he told himself. 

The room was square, every wall a bookshelf standing from floor to ceiling, vaulting to a

lofty fifteen feet high. A mounted ladder could slide along a track to allow the man access to the

dusty reaches of the top shelves. Each shelf brimmed with leather-bound tomes gilt in gold

lettering and a layer of age. In the middle of this odd little library was a desk, small and

manufactured of a dark stained oak, sturdy and ready to stand the test of a lifetime of use. The

room’s only light, a green banker’s lamp on the desk, left shadows deep enough to hide an army

in waiting ambush, camouflaged in the yellowed pages of the books cluttering the desk’s

midnight wood, their leather coverings stilled until sleep would grant a freedom of movement. If

Poe’s raven perched itself in the corner of the room and cried a solemn “Nevermore!” the man

would have welcomed its presence and been comforted by the completion of the room’s

atmospheric aspirations. A unseen vent came to life blowing a stale summer breeze into the

creative confines, its breath a minor relief stirring the scent of sweat produced in alternating



cycles of hope and despair. The forced air entered with no exit, and having no place to go it

increased the pressure in the box as if mimicking the conflict building in the man who was

furious in his outpouring onto the page. 

Offensive to the eye, the room’s single door was cut into the wall of books. The size and

shape of the portal like the mouth of an opened grave. Leaving his books behind to go beyond the

door was akin to stopping the heart of his story, he felt, taking his eyes from the book beneath his

hand to glance at it. The man despised the necessity of the door when the need insisted enough to

remind him of its existence. His tender gut prickled with needles. 

Just a few words. He’d finish the paragraph and then open the scab marring his world.  

The man returned his mind to his writing – his creating – at the desk in the middle of the

room with no windows. His hand scrawled across the page with the passion of a lover confessing

his great adoration for a woman while timidly unveiling his desperate fears.  He paused long

enough to push the sleeves of his tweed jacket so they bunch together with the elbow patches, no

longer a hindrance to the fervor taken hold of his hand. Long ivory hair swaying to the music of

pen scratches, he looks like an English professor who never left the sixties. His unlined face was

half consumed with a full beard sprouting like bleached straw from his cheeks to his jaw. 

The fountain pen in his hand looped and arched, dipped and sawed, without

replenishment from the black well of an inkpot. As the pen translated his thoughts into the book

he mentally agonized on the creation of each character. The book was Omega and nearing

completion. Somewhere on the dusty shelves was the beginning of these many volumes, cracked

and worn spine showing the ravages of time in its shadows up high. Alpha. The numerous spines

between the beginning and the end were labeled with dates. The vertebrae of Atlas holding his

world up from the depths of oblivion.  

A steel claw grabbed and twisted his groin. He couldn’t postpone the break, his hand

would begin shaking if he did. Countries might crumble. 

He dropped the pen on the ink blotter, rushed to push himself out of the chair, adding new

scrapes to the hardwood flooring, ambled to the door and fumbled with the knob as he opened it.

He’d reached a level of urgency below panic. 

Behind the door was a bathroom, with a normal American Standard toilet and a sink with

a hot and a cold tap. Unlike the library, here was a window and through it he saw a normal



suburban street with cars on the road, domestics and imports, people gardening and children

playing on the lawn. The image distracts him. Nothing moved in the scene encased by the

window, the pane capturing the motionless street setting like a photograph. The cars were frozen

– one car, a gray Buick, had stopped halfway through a left-hand turn. The gardener was

immobilized in the act of uprooting a dandelion. The children stopped in mid-air partway into a

sprinkler’s stream of water.

The man smiled to himself as he gazed out of the window, a tableau of everyday life

paused before his eyes. The smile dulled. He wished just once he could watch them finish their

tasks outside of his mind’s eye. A pang of hurt from his bladder reminded him that if he didn’t

hurry up he’d sprinkle the inside of his pants. 

Turning, he lifted the seat, unzipped his corduroy pants and relieved himself of his

burden. “Ah.” 

Above the toilet a stitched sampler read; In the House of GOD, Even the Toilet Water is

Holy. He smirked, as he’s done every time he reads it. 

Zipping his fly as he put the lid down, he thought to himself; if it’s yellow let it mellow. If

it’s brown flush it down. He giggled, a sound younger than the weight of his years and faced the

sink, running the cold water for a second, putting his finger under it and finding it to be cold

enough, the man rinsed his hands under it. Looking up at the mirror, he stared hard at his

reflection. 

“You need a vacation my friend,” he said to his twin. They both nodded. “Soon enough,

soon enough. With a little patience.”

Leaving his work to use the bathroom was a good thing, he reminded himself. For two

reasons: the first was that it refreshed his sense of humor and the second was seeing himself in

the mirror gave him proof that the time for sleeping had come.

The dark circles under his eyes told the tale of how long he’d spent guiding his creations.

Toiling away in the library, pouring himself over the words, watching their lives grow, flourish

and fade, it was hard to remember he had his own life to live. Spending so many sleepless days in

the building of another world was taking its toll on him mentally and physically. If he didn’t

believe it, all he had to do was lean in closer to mirror and peer into his own eyes. A few days

ago, he realized, he’d gone a little insane. Those were dark ages in the storyline. And now, seeing



his eyes jitter in their sockets, he knew he’d gone a mile closer to downtown Crazytown. Things

were going from bad to worse. He couldn’t lie to himself; something evil was threading its way

into his words.

“I said I’d write the world in six days and on the seventh I’d rest. Let them write their own

stories for a while,” he said to his reflection. Was it his good twin? Or his bad twin? His focus

blurred. “Will there be a world left by then? I don’t think they’re ready to decide their own fates.”

He placed an arthritic hand over the face in the mirror and left the bathroom, walking

stiff-legged to his chair. Retrieving his pen, he held it poised over the page. He wondered if this

book would be the end or a new beginning. 

“Maybe it’s me. I’m not ready to let go.”

Taking a deep, shuddering breath, the man bent to his task and noticed the page had

changed while he was in the bathroom. A new word was added. Somewhere in his world,

someone had begun writing their own story. It’s too soon.

Filled with rage and hope, he set the pen to paper and outside the bathroom window the

car completed its left-hand turn, the weed was uprooted and the children jumped through the cool

water of the sprinkler.
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